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NEXTEER AUTOMOTIVE HAS CHOSEN LANDPARK TO POWER ITS GLOBAL IT INFRASTRUCTURE. 

NEXTEER AUTOMOTIVE is an innovative industry-leading provider of advanced steering components and systems.      

By choosing Landpark, the global automotive group has decided to implement our inventory products and IT asset 

management solution in order to manage its IT infrastructure more efficiently. 

 

Tours, May 2011: Landpark and Nexteer signed an agreement whereby 4,000 computers located in 15 subsidiaries 

owned by Nexteer will be equipped with Landpark IT Asset Management Software. Nexteer Automotive is a global 

supplier of advanced steering and driveline products that employs 6,200 people worldwide, focusing its research on 

hydraulic steering systems, electric power systems, driveline products and steer-by-wire technology. Its 15 plants  

along with 6 engineering entities and 14 service centers are located in North America, South America, Europe and Asia. 

Thanks to this partnership, our company is taking its business to an international dimension, providing clients with 

comprehensive IT Asset Management solutions.  

 

Landpark provides you with the best IT Asset Management and help desk software, helping you achieve optimal    

management of your resources. Hundreds of major companies have recognized our expertise in the field. IT managers 

have successfully been able to exert fine-grained control over their IT resources. Founded in 1992, our company        

has acquired recognized expertise in PC software. The company has since consolidated its technological proficiency 

with a practical approach by constantly analyzing the actual needs of its clients. The company has consistently          

increased its presence in the world of IT asset management and has been a major international actor by successfully 

deploying its solutions in blue-chip corporations and administrations. The company has always been keen on selecting 

the right technology for a successful development strategy. Our Landpark product range allows significant increases    

in productivity and a better implementation of IT asset management best practises thanks to the technical insight       

of our engineers. Today, our company has become a major publisher with a large number of innovative solutions.     

Our company dedicates a significant amount of its turnover to R&D. Capitalizing on its customers’ experience; its     

developers are constantly at the forefront of cutting-edge technology.  
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